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Lorsqu'un! système! de! particules! est! comprimé,! sa! dynamique! ralentit! de! façon! dramatique! à!
l'approche! de! la! transition! vitreuse.! En! continuant! à! densifier! le! système,! on! approche! de! la!
transition! de! jamming! au! delà! de! laquelle! il! n'est! plus! possible! de! comprimer! le! système! sans!
déformer!les!particules.!Ces!deux!transitions!ont!fait!l'objet!de!nombreuses!études,!auxquelles!notre!
équipe!à!largement!contribué,!!en!particulier!dans!le!cas!des!systèmes!granulaires.!!

Par! ailleurs,! ces! dernières! années! ont! vu! l'explosion! de! l'étude! des! systèmes! de! particules!
"actives",! ou! "autoYpropulsées".! Il! s'agit! de! systèmes! de! particules! hors! équilibre,! capables!
individuellement! de! puiser! de! l'énergie! dans! leur! environnement! pour! la! transformer! en! un!
mouvement!qui! leur!est!propre.! !Ces!systèmes!développent!une! transition!de!mise!en!mouvement!
collectif!au!delà!d'une!certaine!densité,!qui!dépend!du!niveau!de!bruit!dans!le!système.!Nous!avons!
été!les!premiers!à!mettre!ce!phénomène!en!évidence!dans!un!système!de!grains!vibrés!polaires.!!

Qu'advient%il%des%transitions%vitreuse%et%de%jamming%pour%de%tels%systèmes%actifs?%L’activité%facilite>
t>elle% la%dynamique%et% repousse% t% elle% la% transition% vitreuse%?%Au% contraire% cette%dynamique%hors%
équilibre%conduit>elle%le%système%dans%des%impasses%de%l’espace%des%phases%?%

L'objet!de!cette!thèse!est!de!réponde!à!ces!questions!en!s'appuyant!sur!le!dispositif!expérimental!qui!
nous!a!permis!d'étudier!la!transition!de!mouvement!collectif!dans!un!systèmes!de!disques!vibrés.%

Compétences%requises:!Le!candidat!doit!avoir!un!solide!bagage!en!physique!statistique,!un!gout!pour!
l’expérimentation!et!l’analyse!de!données.!
%
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We experimentally study a monolayer of vibrated disks with a built-in polar asymmetry which
enables them to move quasi-balistically on a large persistence length. Alignment occurs during
collisions as a result of self-propulsion and hard core repulsion. Varying the amplitude of the
vibration, we observe the onset of large-scale collective motion and the existence of giant number
fluctuations with a scaling exponent in agreement with the predicted theoretical value.
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The recent surge of theoretical/numerical activity
about the collective properties of interacting self-
propelled particles has produced some striking results,
even in the simplest situations where local alignment,
the only interaction, is competing with some noise: for
instance, true long-range order may arise in two di-
mensions, yielding collectively-moving ordered phases en-
dowed with generic long-range correlations and anoma-
lous “giant” number fluctuations [1–4]. Despite the ubiq-
uity of the collective motion, observed at all scales in
more or less complex situations ranging from the coop-
erative action of molecular motors [5], the collective dis-
placement of cells [6], to the behavior of large animal, hu-
man, or robot groups [7], there is, as of now, a lack of well-
controlled experiments to which this theoretical progress
can be seriously confronted. Indeed, working with large
animal groups usually implies that experiments are just
observations, with the unavoidable di!culties to track
trajectories and without much of a control parameter to
vary [8]. Similarly, experiments on living cells (during
development or wound healing or within bacteria and
amoeba colonies) often involve the presence of exter-
nal (chemical) gradients, genetic factors, etc., which are
hard to evaluate and known to have a possibly strong
influence. There is hence a crucial need for model ex-

periments using man-made objects with rather well un-
derstood interactions. Swimmers [9] (from chemically-
powered nanorods to microscopic and macroscopic size
mechanical devices) o"er an interesting direction but the
intrinsically long-range nature of hydrodynamic interac-
tions may appear as a unnecessary complication. In this
context, vibrated, dry, inert, “granular” particles appear
as an attractive case where much control can be exerted
on the system, in the absence of long-range interactions
or unwanted additional features, so that the onset of col-
lective motion would then be a bona fide spontaneous
symmetry breaking phenomenon.

Various objects can be set in fairly regular motion on
a flat surface when vibrated properly: Yamada, Hondou,
and Sano were pioneers in demonstrating that an axisym-
metric polar object vibrated between two plates can move
quasi-ballistically [10]. At the collective level, Kudrolli’s

FIG. 1: Collective motion of self-propelled disks (color on-
line). Bottom left: sketch of our polar particles. Main panel:
snapshot of an ordered regime observed in our flower-shape
domain. The color scale reflects the local polar order from
perfect alignment (red) to anti-alignment (blue). The intrin-
sic polarity of the particles is indicated by the black arrows.

group studied the behavior of polar rods [11] and, more
recently, of short snake-like chains [12], but was unable to
observe genuine long-range orientational order, i.e. col-
lective motion. A few other works have dealt with the col-
lective properties of shaken elongated apolar particles (a
realization of so-called “active nematics”)[13], but there
no net collective motion is expected anyway.

Thus, to our knowledge, no well-controlled experiment
has produced a fluctuating, collectively-moving ordered
phase of the type frequently observed in simple numerical
models. This may be just due to the scarcity of attempts,
but recent results might provide a deeper reason: it was
found that self-propelled particles with apolar (nematic)
alignment interactions cannot give rise to polar order, i.e.
to collective motion [14]. (They may give rise, however,
to nematic order.) The few experiments mentioned above
all dealt with elongated objects (“self-propelled rods”),
and fall into this class because of their shape.

In this Letter, we report on experiments conducted
on vibrated disks with a built-in polar asymmetry which
enables them to move coherently (Fig. 1). The isotropic
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